
Benefits of Automated Fare 
Collection (AFC) systems 
include:

• Frictionless, end-to-end travel 
Passengers enjoy contactless, 
self-service options for 
payments, elimination of 
queues for ticketing and gates, 
and other passenger travel 
information updates.

• Increased efficiency and more 
security 
Centrally managed electronic 
ticket distribution eliminates the 
need for cash, more securely 
protects revenue, and simplifies 
back-end billing.

• Enhanced data for long-term 
planning 
Near real-time data for 
customer behavior insights in 
train usage, evaluation of 
transit service, trip analysis, and 
operational reporting.

• Reduced implementation and 
operating cost 
Railway operators can reduce 
expenditures on infrastructure 
support for ticket sales and 
servicing.

• Scalable and interoperable 
with other transit systems 
Potential for integration with 
other transport services and 
related revenue streams. 
 

Overview
The global rail market is rapidly expanding as densely populated cities seek more 
efficient transportation strategies to respond to population growth, passenger 
safety, security concerns, and shrinking operating budgets. Meanwhile, constraints 
to existing rail networks make accommodation of next-gen passenger and shipping 
demands more challenging. New, innovative railway operations approaches are 
needed.

The rail industry suffered from decreased ridership during the global pandemic. 
Rail operators find themselves needing to grow ridership in an uncertain 
landscape. Projected increases in demand far outpace infrastructure expansion in 
the railway passenger network, and the impact of new expectations around remote 
work and commuting remains unclear.

The rising use of smartphones and contactless payment systems during the 
pandemic coupled with pressure from health authorities is pushing rail operators 
to seek new ways to enhance passenger experience. Cities also want to take 
advantage of new technologies to promote safe passenger environments. Smart 
cities are turning to Artificial Intelligence (AI) to provide real-time analytics to 
promote safe environments, and help increase operational efficiencies–all in 
pursuit of capturing better returns on investment.

Intel-powered smart railway solutions combine integrated hardware and software 
to consolidate different use case applications at the edge of networks. When rail 
operators use Intel-based automated passenger experience systems, they can help 
create safer, more efficient operations and better passenger experiences.

Customer Challenges
As passengers return to rail, they are doing so with heightened expectations for 
customer experience. Passengers now prefer contactless transaction options, 
smart ticketing, and less congested gateways. Passenger preference for seamless 
experiences spurs the need for new systems to be integrated with the legacy 
systems without compromising service and data security.

Operators still heavily reliant on cash payments and teller-operated ticketing 
venues find themselves constrained in this environment by the cost of cash 
handling and system friction. Decentralized ticketing and cash payments can 
leave operators vulnerable to fraud and abuse. This abuse can lead to additional 
infrastructure and operating costs for ticket sales, frustrate users, and cause 
operators to miss an enormous array of valuable usage data. 

End-to-end Intelligent Systems Can Streamline Backend Operations and Revenue 
Management While Enhancing Passenger Experience and System Efficiency
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Intel and its global ecosystem of partners have developed 
an Automated Fare Collection (AFC) system. This system 
offers a new end-to-end passenger experience for rail 
transportation. AFC consists of ticket vending machines, 
passenger detection devices, gate access machines, and 
other self-service stations. AFC also uses a combination of 
sensors, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), and 
advanced software algorithm processing at network edges.
These advanced capabilities bring ultra fast processing and 
insights to rail operators.

As an integrated set of machines and devices, this system 
manages ticketing applications, including ticket vending and 

checking, fare calculation and collection, statistics, clearing, 
and management tasks. The system also uses computers, 
communication networks, and automatic control technology 
and includes a more secure gateway to third-party payment 
platforms.

This Intel-based system helps train operators improve 
passenger experience and support operational efficiencies 
across their infrastructure. Further, rail operators can use 
digital technologies to offer flexible fare and contactless and 
smart card ticketing purchase options, improve train platform 
and gate access efficiencies, and reduce ticket fraud and 
counterfeiting.
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Figure 1. Automated Fare Collection System Overview

The Automated Fare Collection system’s primary components 
are a central computer system, an in-station computer 
system, and station equipment. The central computer system 
operates as an AFC management center responsible for 
generating reports, receiving ticketing data from station 
computers, and sending control commands. It also transfers 
system parameter and ticket price information to the station 
computer. The in-station computer manages usage data 
collection and transfer of fare-related parameters to the AFC 
equipment. Its secondary role is to provide station reports 
and support the sales office and customer service. It also 
serves as a redundant backup if the central computer fails. 
  

Station equipment comprises all customer-facing equipment 
consisting of ticket vending machines, self-services gates, 
and self-service equipment. The AFC solution offers flexibility 
for rail operators to vary the implementation approach to 
accommodate their specific business needs.

Other equipment includes smart cards. Smart cards generally 
support faster and more flexible fare collection systems. 
Contactless or proximity smart cards also permit speedier 
processing times than magnetic stripe cards or contact smart 
cards. They also facilitate the processing of differentiated 
fare structures such as time-based and distance-based fare 
structures and fare integration across several modes and 
operators. 

Solution

How the Automated Fare Collection System Works
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Intel-based AFC solutions offer many advantages for rail 
operators beyond improved passenger experiences. Railway 
operators attempting to use data collected with their network 
of sensors and devices frequently discover the data is 
challenging to access. This is due to siloed or difficult- 
to-retrieve data. Different ticketing, gate, and security 
camera suppliers may also create proprietary information 
bottlenecks, exacerbating the problem. Compounding the 
problem, a lack of nodes bridging the endpoint-to-on-
premises or cloud divide might make obtaining end-to-end 
insights difficult and prevent their system from operating at 
peak efficiency.

The AFC solution overcomes these challenges by processing 
data at the edge of a train’s network. The in-station and 
onboard passenger host server collect data from sensors and 
machines, reducing the data sent to the cloud. Edge 

processing helps keep the network operational and 
minimizes latency issues. Intel-based systems are easy to 
upgrade and compatible across Intel-based components 
and software. Thanks to the increased efficiency provided 
by these new technologies, AFC helps rail companies 
achieve higher returns on in-station, on-train, and backend 
infrastructure investment.

The AFC architecture uses Intel-based technologies. The in-
station and onboard architecture, for example, includes Intel-
based data collection modules to capture and process data 
within the current operating environment. A data switching 
exchange connects a set of data processors. An onboard 
processing and storage server enables coordination with 
onboard or ground-based servers and the onboard display 
and storage system. 
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Figure 2. Automated Fare Collection System Architecture

AFC Solutions Improve Railway Operator Efficiencies
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Intel End-to-End Solution Portfolio
Intel’s partner ecosystem offers solutions that power the latest workload consolidation technologies, such as containerization 
and hyper-converged infrastructure. Intel-based devices can perform multiple functions, maximizing the value of each 
network asset. By using solutions based on industry-standard Intel processors, rail operators can integrate a wide array of 
devices that work together to provide a holistic view of their ticketing and passenger experience network.

Advances in intelligent rail technology enable operators to manage railways and meet a growing set of challenges actively. 
Evolving passenger experience expectations and the rapid innovation of advanced passenger experience systems drive a 
unique set of components and solutions to deliver the future of smart railway technology. Modern railway operators 
implementing Intel-based railway solutions across passenger and freight train infrastructure can help improve passenger 
experience, safety, and operational efficiency. 
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Figure 3. Intel End-to-End Portfolio Solution for Railways

Let’s Build a Custom Solution for You.  
Reach out to us at email: iotg.c.t.railways@intel.com or visit intel.com/railways

Explore Railway Solutions
Intel Market-Ready Solutions 
 
Intel IoT RFP Ready Kits  
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